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b.

State the Hahn-Banach Theorem for normed linear spaces.

Let Y be a proper closed subspace ofa normed linear space X.

Let xo e X \ I be arbitraryand a = Inflt - nll.

Prov€ that there exists a bounded linear functional fon X such that

ll/ll= l,/(*') = t and f (v)= 0 fora)l ve r.

What do you mean by a normed linear space X is separable?

Prove that if the dual space X' of a normed linear space X is

separable, then X is separable.

State the Baire's oategory theorem for Banach spaces and use it to
prove the Uniform Boundedness Theorem.

With usual notations, define the canonical mapping C:X+X",
where X is a normed linear space and 1"' is the double dual of X.
Show that C is an isomorphism ofX onto the normed space R(C), the

mnge ofC, whioh preserve norm.

c. Let (x,)be a sequence in a Banach space X such that (/(jr,)) is

bounded for all / € x'. Show that (|.'c,l) is uounaea.



l)

a. Let T be a bounded linear operator from a Banach space X onto a
- 

S""""[ tp""" v. Prove that T is an open mapping and fudher if T is

bijective, then I-r is a bounded linear operator' (You may assume

without proofthat the image f(Bo) ofthc open unit ball 4 = B(0'l) in

X contains an open ball about 0 e I )

b. Let X be lhe normed linear space whosc points are sequences of

complex nurnbers x-{4,)\tilhonl) llnilcl) many non-zcro terms\ lln

the norm defined tv ll'll= Szplf l Let T'x-+xbe defined bv

f (rl- (4'''rr, i' )show rhatT is linear and bounded

but f-r is unbounded. Does this contradict the result you proved in part

a? Justify Your answer'

c. Let x, = (x'llll,) ana x, = ix,llll, tue Banach spaces lf there is a

constant C such that llili' <Cll!l' for ali I€x' show that llll,and

ll.ll, are equivalent.

a. Let B[X,){]be the set ofall boutlded linear operators from a normed

linear space X into a normed linear space Y Prove that if Y is a

Banach space then B[-f' I] is a Banach space with respect to the norm

a"nnea tv llrll= Sr;nl]31 .''' ,.,:; ll'lt

b. With the usual notations, prove that there is a bijective linear operator

betweenlr and l' which preseryes the norm'
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b. Let X be an inner ploduct space Prove that;

t, - i' -tv- y.t' = j r,,-,rr' -,11, j",,]'.

5)

6)

State and prove the Riesz representation thgorem
functional on a Hilbert space.

Give a geometric representation ofthe above identity when

Let X be an inner product space over C, and let f :X-+X be a
bounded linear operator such that <Ir,'>=0 for all rex. Prove

that f = 0.

Let /'be the linear space of all bounded sequences of complex

numbers with the norm defined Uy |rLi=Sr.lplE,l, where .x=(6,).

Derine r r/* .+ t" by r\\1..12.11 .,, -,E,.lie ,. l iE,. r.z;' r;'
Prove that T is bounded linear opentor and compute the nonn llZll.

Let X and Y be normed spaces and let (1,) be a sequence ofbounded

linear operators from X to Y. What do you mean by saying that
. (4,) is strongly operator convergent; and

. (4,) is weakly operator convergent.

Prove that strongly operator convergent always implies weakly
operator convergent.but the converse is not generally true.

Let X be a Banach space and let (4,)and (S,,) be two sequences of
bounded linear operators on X such that S,,4, = 4,,S, fot all n,m>l.
Assume that (4,)and (S,) are strongly operator convergent with limits

T and S respectively. Prove that ?lS = SI .

a.

b.

c.


